OBJECTIVES

This objective of this study is to use of e-commerce domain companies and consumers. This study is conducted to evaluate the perception and attentive and secure recommending payment method based on analysis and study. The results are expected to contribute significantly towards the current thinking, security regarding e-commerce online transactions. The main objectives are involved an attempt to determine the current awareness and alert in the particular area in e-commerce like security issues, Screening, Recommended payment method, Internal order cancellations. This study provides best solution to e-commerce domain companies/industries and alert and awareness to common man.

For safe and secure transaction consumers and e-commerce domain companies should follow some basic rules and regulations with latest technologies. Hacking is now a day’s very common so we consumers’ and companies they should maintain their transaction more secure and safe in this regards our study proposing and recommending best payment method and discussing Internal order cancellation. This is an alarming sign for the whole world. If right steps are not taken today, these new breed of hackers can do such a level of damage, the world cannot even imagine.

3.1 Vision Statement

1. To meet the altering & challenging needs of society in the field of E-commerce Online transactions by innovation, problem solving, eradicating threats;

2. To make Cyber world safer, better managed and easy for the common man, E-commerce companies;

3. To STOP victimizing the innocent;

4. To promote the e-commerce transactions by making it Safe and Secure;

5. To enhance the confidence level of the common people to carry e-commerce activities like online transactions, purchases, auctioning;

6. To look toward a next generation approach to security engineering by Research;

7. Safe and secure solution solutions in the payment method.

8. Simple and easy flow chart for Internal order cancellation to Companies. Our driving vision is a networked world in which software and systems can be understood far better and faster is possible today.
3.2 Mission Statement

To create and distribute knowledge through research, creative inquiry and learning to make our contribution to the society to eradicate global cyber crime. This awareness can be increased through a series of seminars to make the common man in the society ‘ALERT & AWARE’ of issues of Cyber attacks and solutions thereof. And SAFE & SECURE transactions through online”

To transfer our intellectual findings to enhance society in meaningful and sustainable ways. Main Mission of this study is to make the entire society AWARE & ALERT, SAFE and SECURE transactions and knowledge on security and safety. To give best solutions to E-commerce domain companies in the area of different kinds of Screenings, safe and secure, trusted payment method, internal order cancellations for solving placed orders.